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1. Where did God place the first man, Adam?  What was his job? Did God give Adam a consequence for 

disobedience? (See Genesis 2:15-17) 

 
2. What does “ADC” stand for? Describe what an ADC is. When do spontaneous ADCs seem to be most 

prevalent? During what state of consciousness do they most often occur?  

 

3. How did Jacob manifest and describe his grief at the supposed loss of Joseph? Why is grief so difficult 

for human beings? What kind of actions do we take to keep our dead loved ones alive in our hearts 

and minds? (See Genesis 37:33-35, 1:27-30) 

 

4. What did God say were the consequences of sin? What happens when we die and what do the 

Scriptures tell us about death? What would ultimately happen to Adam when he died? What does this 

tell us about an ADC? (See Genesis 3:17-19) 

 

5. What is the reticular activator in the brain? How does it help us in everyday life? How does it work 

when we have unresolved issues, like dealing with death? Why might ADCs rarely be negative or 

frightening?  

 

6. What was Satan’s great lie? How can we distinguish between our minds using an apparent ADC to help 

work through our grief, and Satan or the fallen angels attempting to deceive us through an ADC?  

How can we make sure not to invite evil spirits into this kind of experience? (See Genesis 3:1-7) 

 

7. How does EMDR (Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing therapy) used with ADC help with 

trauma and deep sadness? Where does the brain need to focus? How does our motivation for the 

experience of ADC affect our spiritual well-being? How does keeping God’s eternal plan for mankind 

in our mind’s eye help us work through grief?  

 

8. How does the EMDR/IADC® therapy work with the mind? ADCs seem to always assure the grieving 

that they are fine, that they are in a “better place.” Where are the dead right now? Are they trying 

to communicate with us? (See John 5:28-29, Job 14:10-14, Micah 4:1-4) 

 

9. How have you dealt with deep trauma or grief in your life? What Scriptures soothe and comfort you?  
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